Legend / RDH Elite Temple Arm Installation Instructions

Parts List:
- Temple Arm
- Temple Spring
- Hinge Piston
- Temple Screw

1. Insert the **Temple Spring** into the Temple Arm cavity.

2. Insert the **Hinge Piston** into the Temple Arm cavity.

3. Insert the **Temple Screw** into the top of the Temple Arm until it makes contact with the **Hinge Piston**.

Note the correct orientation of the groove on the **Hinge Piston** once inserted into the Temple Arm.

If your **Hinge Piston** groove is vertical, remove it from the Temple Arm and re-insert it in the correct orientation.

Press the Temple Arm firmly onto the frame. This requires significant pressure. The angled ledge on the inside of the Temple Arm will assist you to achieve enough pressure.

While continuing to hold the Temple Arm, push the **Temple Screw** down until it engages with the frame. You may need to swing the Temple Arm back and forth slightly for the **Temple Screw** to engage.

Use the optical screwdriver provided with your loupes to tighten the **Temple Screw** until it is flush with the Temple Arm.